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ABSTRACT 

People often enmesh the Internet auction frauds which damage the benefits of Internet market and threaten transactions security. 

This research applies social network analysis and data mining to extract characteristic features from two random collected 

transaction datasets of Yahoo auction site. One dataset is used to construct prediction model and another is treated as validation. 

The average accuracy ratio of proposed model is at least 90%. The findings are: (1) the abnormal accounts involve circular 

transaction; (2) fraud accounts can accumulate higher positive reputations in very short time from its circular transaction and 

rarely play key nodes in transaction network. 

Keywords: Internet auction fraud, social network analysis, data mining. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

With the progress and rapid development of Internet techniques, there is no doubt that varies business transaction models have 

formed in Internet. Through Internet, people can easily search for information, order, sell and trade the products or have auctions. 

Internet auction is one of the few successful business models through Internet [9]. With Internet, “auction” is no longer the 

activity participated by few people; anyone can sell and buy any products on auction platforms such as Yahoo! Auction and eBay. 

There are thousands of objects displayed on auction websites at any time. According to the report of MIC [14], American 

Internet auction market has become one of the important shopping paths for the Americans. By 2010, the market scale will break 

through $65 billion USD. With the growth of Internet auction scale and the increase of transaction amounts, Internet auction 

transaction becomes the target of fraud criminals. Because of the lack of effective countermeasures, Internet auction frauds have 

been the first of top 10 frauds in recent years [16]. The Consumer Sentinel database of Federal Trade Commission (FTC) also 

showed that the pleadings of Internet auction frauds in 2005 topped among the consumption issues [1]. In economic, the loss in 

Internet auction frauds reached $ 183 million USD in 2005 and it increased to $ 198 million USD in 2006. The amount of loss 

was rapidly increasing among all fraud cases which had great impact to the society and became an important issue of Internet 

development.  

There are many researchers do their efforts in counteracting Internet auction frauds in terms of cheating in auctions [11], 

payment of fake credit cards [4] and quality of auctioned products [3], and so on. But, rare are in discussion the auction 

transaction behaviors. This research will follow Wang et al [23] treated social network analytical indicators to detect Internet 

auction anomaly network. Then, we will apply data mining to generate classification rules to discriminate suspicious and fraud 

accounts from the anomaly network.  

In the following sections, section II is the theoretical background, including Internet auction fraud, social network and data 

mining. Section III is the analytical methods proposed by this research which introduces transaction network construction, 

discrimination of normal or abnormal transaction networks and the planning of this research. Section IV includes the 

experimental results, the rules of Internet auction account detection and the characteristics of different types of accounts. Section 

V is the conclusion and relative future research direction with respect to the control of Internet auction frauds. 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Internet Auction Frauds 

Internet auction refers to the auction transaction carried out over the Internet [13]. Different from the traditional auctions, 

Internet auction means that the buyers and sellers had the transactions without facing each other. Besides, Internet auctions 

allowed anonymous transactions. Thus, the sellers could easily apply for several account. With the mature development of 

Internet and the continuous increase of Internet users, Internet auctions had transactions with the advantages and characteristics 

of Internet and gradually boomed everywhere around the world. However, the essence of Internet changed the way of 

information exchange between the buyers and sellers. The buyers accept unidirectional messages provided by the sellers which 

resulted in significant information asymmetry in Internet auction transactions [12]. Due to the information asymmetry between 

the buyers and sellers and the lack of validation on the authenticity of the goods, the buyers are more likely to encounter the 

frauds [21]. The fraudsters will tend to have many accounts to forge their reputations and do their best to develop varied frauds to 

enlarge their benefits [22]. 

Therefore, Chua & Wareham [5] suggested that Internet auction supplier, institutions and governments should know well 

about different types and characteristics of Internet auction frauds and fraudsters. They suggested these institutions should 

construct an effective policy to prevent Internet auction frauds to reinforce the related regulations of current Internet auctions. Ba 

et al. [2] suggested establishing the credibility validation mechanism of the third party and validating individual identities by 

public key cryptography and digital signatures to increase the authenticity of the accounts as individuals. Other studies indicated 
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the development of combined evaluation mechanism by different Internet auction suppliers to increase the reliability of auction 

transactions [10] [18] [19] [25]. These studies mostly discriminated the dishonest or bad participants according to the reputation 

of participants’ past behavior. The Reputations will help the future transaction participants to find the reliable others to avoid the 

potential Internet auction frauds [7]. However, the methods will increase the management cost of Internet auction. The cost will 

add the entering barriers to buyers and sellers. It makes Internet auctions activities become more complexity. 

 

Social Network 

The application of social network has been adopted by social science for decades. Mitchell [15] defined social network as the 

individuals’ connection in a group. Applying social network can build the connection of relationships and characteristics of these 

individuals [6]. Social network consisted of actors, relations and ties [8] [20] [24]. Social network analysis is a good method and 

technique to understand the relationships among individuals, groups or organizations. It provides several structured indicators 

for analysis [20], such as centrality and subgroup which are related to this research.  

1. Centrality: In centrality, the measurement is degree which applied to observe the transaction frequency of the accounts. 

When the degree of one account is higher, it means there are more accounts having transaction to the account. 

2. Subgroup: It aims to investigate the subgroup network of certain accounts in the abnormal social network. The measurement 

of subgroup includes k-core, k-plex, n-cliques and betweenness. 

 

Data Mining 

Data mining (sometimes called data or knowledge discovery) is the process of analyzing data from different perspectives and 

summarizing it into useful information. It combines the techniques of database, machine learning, artificial intelligence, expert 

system, pattern recognition, statistics, and data visualization. This research will apply decision tree and neutral network to 

construct the prediction model to discriminate the suspicious and fraud accounts in the auction network.   

 
THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

Construction of Auction Transaction Network 

The data source of current research was random collected from auction transaction database of Yahoo auction in Taiwan. The 

research obtained the initial account from the blacklist announced by Yahoo auction and confirmed the account were “invalid”. It 

then constructed the auction transaction network based on initial account according to the following steps and finally acquired 

1488 transactions. Blacklist referred to the list of abnormal transaction accounts announced on auction websites. The list was 

checked by Internet auctions platform supplier, and validated by the police. Transaction relationship of Internet auctions can lead 

to a complete transaction network and the steps are as below:  

1. Selecting the initial accounts ( O ) 

2. Searching for the accounts ( miTi   to1,  ) having direct transactions with the initial accounts ( O ); 
iTO  denotes O  

sold products to
iT . 

3. Searching for the accounts ( njT j   to1,  ) having direct transactions with accounts 
iT  besides accounts ( O ); 

ji TT   

constructing the transaction network based on accounts ( O ) 

Discrimination of Normal /Abnormal Auction Transaction Networks 

Resnick [19] pointed out that buyer and seller in normal Internet auction transaction would not remember each other to have 

repetitive transaction. Thus, when there was “one-to-many” or “many-to-one” transaction in transaction network, it was regarded 

as normal transaction. When there was transaction circulation of certain accounts in transaction network, it might be abnormal 

transaction [23].  

Research Setting  

As mentioned in section II, there are varied indicators of social network analysis for identifying the relationship of accounts. 

These indicators were applied for the analysis of Internet auction transaction network, as shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1.The application of social network analytical indicators to the analysis of Internet auction transaction 

network  

Indicator Classification of features Descriptions  

degree degree 

in-degree 

out-degree 

It shows the transaction relationship of the accounts. When we observe the 

accounts by A, in-degree means A buys the products from others; out-degree 

means A sells the products to others. Thus, we construct the transaction network.  

betweenness  nbetweenness  

(normalizing betweenness) 

The moderating capacity of the accounts in abnormal transaction network  

k-core  1-core, 2-core, 3-core, 

4-core, 5-core, 6-core 

When k is more than 2, it means there is circular transaction among the nodes  

k-plex k-plex_k=2_size=5 

k-plex_k=2_size=6 

k-plex_k=2_size=7 

In abnormal transaction network, we find the accounts in the same group. It 

shows that the there is regular transaction relationship among the accounts in 

this group. When size is 5, it means there are 5 nodes in the subgroup. 

n-cliques n-clique_n=1_size=3 

n-clique_n=1_size=4 

n-clique_n=1_size=5 

It forms the accounts in the same group and the accounts in the said group have 

transactions with those out of the group.  

Through Table 1, different indicators will generate different subgroup which formed by certain accounts. We can get different 

types of certain subgroup. When the accounts are in the certain subgroup, these accounts will be marked as 1; if not, it will be 

marked as 0. The analytical process diagram of transaction network is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Analytical process of diagram of Internet auction transaction network 

 

In Figure 1, we first transformed the Internet auction transaction network into transaction matrix and calculated the features of 

the accounts by different indicators. The step aimed to transform the transaction into indicators. We filtered transaction abnormal 

accounts by 2-core and further discriminated suspicious or fraud accounts by data mining. We trained and tested the models by 

three different methods, including C5.0, CART and Neural Network (NN) to construct and examine different models. In order to 

validate the accuracy ratio of the models, this research randomly collected 428 transaction accounts (11 of them were validated as 

fraud accounts) from Yahoo! Auction website to validate the accuracy ratio of the models by training. Table 2 was the numbers of 

training, test and validation data.  

 

Table 2. Table of training, testing and validation data  

 Total accounts Fraud accounts 

Training and testing data 1488 21 

Validation data 428 11 

 

THE EXPERIMENT 

This research constructed Internet auction transaction network by in-degree and out-degree relationship among the accounts. 

Then, it generated abnormal transaction network by 2-core and established the model by CART, C5.0 and Neural Network. Table 

3 is the accuracy ratio of 1488 accounts by 5-fold cross-validation training and test. 

 

Table 3. Accuracy ratio of training and test of different models (N=1488; 5-fold cross-validation) 

 Training of accuracy ratio Testing of accuracy ratio 

Model Average Worse Best Average Worse Best 

CART 98.03% 97.3% 100 % 92.10% 90.13% 94.15% 

C5.0 84.98 % 78.57 % 89.19 % 79.84% 74.36% 84.75% 

NN 78.08 % 75.61 % 83.78 % 60.52% 54.68% 67.98% 

 

Since NN is the lowest accuracy ratio for model training and test, we only describe the results of CART and C5.0. First of all, the 

accuracy ratio of training and test models by CART was the highest. When training the models, the average accuracy ratio could 
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reach 98.03%; when testing the models, we could have average accuracy ratio up to 92.10%. In C5.0, the average accuracy ratio 

could reach 84.98 %, and when we tested the modes, the average accuracy ratio could reach 79.84%. The rule description is 

shown in Table 4 and Table 5. 

 

Table 4. Descriptions of judgment rules constructed by CART 

Rule Rules  Descriptions  

1 If  nbetweenness < 0.0135 and  

6-core < 0.5 

Then fraud =1 

When nbetweenness of the accounts is less and 0.0135 and the accounts is in 

the transaction group upon 6-core, the accounts are considered as fraud ones.  

2 If  nbetweenness >= 0.1605 and 

   k-plex_k=2_n=5 >= 0.5  

Then fraud =1 

When nbetweenness of the accounts is more than or equal to 0.1605, the 

accounts are in the transaction group upon 5 nodes(k-plex_k=2_n=5) and each 

account has transaction relationship with at least three other accounts, the 

accounts are considered fraud ones.  

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Descriptions of judgment rules constructed by C5.0 

Rule Rules  Descriptions  

1 If  k-plex_k=2_n=5 > 0 and  

nbetweenness <= 0.063 

Then fraud =1 

When the accounts are in transaction group upon 5 nodes (k-plex_k=2_n=5), 

each account had transaction relationship with at least three other accounts and 

nbetweenness of these accounts are less than or equal to 0.063, they are 

considered fraud ones  

2 If  k-plex_k=2_n=5 > 0 and 

nbetweenness > 0.15899999  

Then fraud =1 

When the accounts are in transaction group upon 5 nodes (k-plex_k=2_n=5), 

each account had the transaction relationship with at least three other accounts 

and nbetweenness of these accounts are more than 0.159, they are considered 

as fraud ones.  

In order to validate the judgment rule effect of the above model, the research validated the other 428 transaction accounts 

collected. After comparing with the blacklist and website information, we found that there were 38 abnormal transaction 

accounts and 11 fraud accounts in abnormal transaction accounts. The diagram is shown in Figure 4. The validation results are 

shown in Table 6 and Table 7 

Validation data

(428)

Legitimate accounts

(390)

Suspicious accouts

(27)

Abnormal accounts

(38)

Fraud accouts

(11)

Auto-learning 

classification

2-cores Filter

Validation data

(428)

Legitimate accounts

(390)

Suspicious accouts

(27)

Abnormal accounts

(38)

Fraud accouts

(11)

Auto-learning 

classification

2-cores Filter

 
Fig. 4. Classification of validation data (428 pieces of transaction accounts) 

Table 6. Prediction result of different training models without the filtering of 2-core (N=428) 

Model CART C5.0 NN 

 Prediction as Fraud accounts Prediction as Fraud accounts Prediction as Fraud accounts 

Fraud accounts No Yes No Yes No Yes 

No 414 (99.28%) 3 (0.72%) 407 (97.09%) 10 (2.40%) 401 (96.16%) 16 (3.84%) 

Yes 
7 (63.64%) 4 (36.63%) 8 (72.73%) 3 (27.27%) 8 (72.73%) 3 (27.27%) 
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Table 7. Prediction result of different training models with the filtering of 2-core (N=38) 

Model CART C5.0 NN 

 Prediction as Fraud accounts Prediction as Fraud accounts Prediction as Fraud accounts 

Fraud accounts No Yes No No Yes No 

No 26 (96.30%) 1 (3.70%) 26 (96.30%) 1 (3.70%) 20 (74.07%) 7 (25.93%) 

Yes 
2 (18.18%) 9 (81.82%) 2 (18.18%) 9 (81.82%) 8 (72.73%) 3 (27.27%) 

 
After comparing Table 6 with Table 7, we found that when we directly predicted 428 transaction accounts, the accuracy ratio 

(36.63%) of fraud accounts was much less than that (81.82%) with judgment after filtering the transaction accounts. The 

accuracy ratio of the model by NN was much less than those of the models upon CART and C5.0. The comparison of accuracy 

ratios before and after filtering the transaction accounts are shown in Table 8.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8. Comparison of accuracy ratios before and after filtering the transaction accounts by 2-core  

Model CART C5.0 NN 

 Before 2-core After 2-core Before 2-core After 2-core Before 2-core After 2-core 

Accuracy ratio of non-fraud 

accounts predicts as non-fraud ones 
99.28% 96.3% 97.6% 96.3% 96.16% 74.07% 

Accuracy ratio of fraud accounts 

predicts as fraud ones  
36.36% 81.81% 27.27% 81.81% 27.27% 27.27% 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Although the auction websites provide reputation and blacklist information which might help the buyers and sellers to 

discriminate the frauds before the transactions, there are still varied frauds. So far, there are no strict laws and complete Internet 

auction security mechanism in Taiwan or other countries to effectively control Internet auction frauds. This research proposes a 

simple method to construct the judgment rule on fraud accounts by social network analytical indicators and data mining 

techniques to reduce the probability of Internet auction frauds. This research can detect the suspicious transaction accounts and 

fraud accounts in Internet auctions by proposed model. Based on the research results, we realize that social network analysis can 

transform the Internet auction account transactions into indicators. We can first classify all transaction accounts into normal and 

abnormal ones by 2-core. With data mining, we can further divide the abnormal transaction accounts into suspicious and fraud 

accounts. There are different meanings of these three transaction accounts (normal, suspicious and fraud) in terms of social 

network indicators and auctions:  

1. k-core can find the abnormal transaction accounts in the whole transaction network. When there are at least 2 2-core in the 

accounts, it means there are circular and abnormal transactions among the accounts.  

2. When k value of k-core is higher, it means the transaction relationship among the accounts in the group is closer and they 

tend to be fraud accounts;  

3. k-plex means there are related groups among the accounts, nbetweenness means the possibility of the moderating capacity of 

the accounts in transaction network. When k value is 2 and the accounts consist of 5 nodes (k-plex_k=2_n=5), we can find 

fraud accounts by observing nbetweenness of the accounts.  

With regard to data mining techniques adopted by this research (CART, C5.0 and Neural Network) except for Neural 

Network, accuracy ratios of CART and C5.0 are both at least 90%. After comparing the transaction data before and after the 

filtering by 2-core, we find that the prediction will be better after filtering transaction data by 2-core and the accuracy ratio can 

increase from 36.63% to 81.82%.  

Internet auction has become one of the important activities to Internet users in Taiwan. However, the business also 

increases the frauds. The future studies can be held in the following:  

1. The types of Internet frauds will be changed frequently. We can analyze different fraud patterns for future crimes.  

2. Through the analysis on actual Internet auction frauds, we can find whether the fraudsters have its organization to commit 

crime or whether they share experience to other to improve their crime behaviors.  

3. This research only analyzes the transaction data collected from current Internet auction transaction websites. If we can 

cooperate with auction suppliers and obtain the detailed records of validated fraud accounts, we can advance the analysis of 
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Internet auctions and develop pre-warning detection system to target the potential fraud accounts.  
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